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Cultural Heritage Summer Course
5–16 June 2017
Central European University
Budapest

Cultural Heritage Studies Program, Central European University
1051 Budapest, Nádor Str. 9. tel.: 327-3024, fax: 327-3055, e-mail: culther@ceu.edu,
http://medievalstudies.ceu.edu/chs
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The Cultural Heritage Studies Program at Central European University offers a 2-week
study trip organized in the summer of 2017, 5–16 June. The offer includes in-class sessions at CEU combined with guided "heritage walks" in Budapest, plus two field trips to
various parts of Hungary.
The program consists of various fields of studies, including historical studies, cultural anthropology and sociology, humanities, environmental studies and policy, public policy,
business and management studies. Involved faculty members include experts in a variety of disciplines, such as archaeology, art history, anthropology, history, legal studies,
and environmental studies. The topic and title of the Study Visit should be decided by
the parties together.
The program consists of three modules:




The Cultural Heritage of Central Europe. Academic Research, Policy and Management (lecture)
Ottoman-Turkish Period (16th-17th Century) Heritage in Budapest (lecture and site
visit)
Art Nouveau Decoration and Structure. The Franz Liszt Music Academy of Budapest
(lecture and site visit)

DEADLINE OF APPLICATIONS: 1 MARCH 2017
Apply by contacting us at culther@ceu.edu
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Outline of the Cultural Heritage Summer Course Program:
The in-class program, lectures: average of two 100-minute sessions per day for 10 days, organized and taught by faculty members and teaching assistants of the Cultural Heritage Studies Program
Guided tours in Budapest supplementing the lectures: theoretical knowledge gained in the
lecture room is supplemented by practical knowledge through site-visits in Budapest. Visits focus on specific segments of the urban heritage, e.g. medieval and modern topography, management of historical sites, Ottoman Turkish heritage, urban and social landscape from the 18th
to the 20th century. Students are accompanied by CEU lecturers.
Course requirements:
Attendance of in-class lectures
Attendance of Budapest site-visits
Readings for the classes
Preparation of short presentation on a chosen topic during the course
Submission of written assignment after the course
Accommodation: Students will be hosted in CEU Residence Center, in two-bed rooms:
http://residence.ceucenter.hu
Field trips outside Budapest: In addition to the in-class sessions we can offer two one-day
excursions to various parts of Hungary. The cost of these include travel, entrance fees, and social programs.
Program fee: 950 Euro/student for the 2-week course.
Early bird discount: 15%
Program fee includes in-class program, site visits in Budapest, accommodation, two one-day
excursions and entrance fees to visited sites.
The program provides a Certificate when course requirements are met – contact us directly to
discuss possibilities of credit transfer.
Application: send your interest to culther@ceu.edu and visit https://medievalstudies.ceu.edu/
summer-course-cultural-heritage

DEADLINE OF
APPLICATIONS:
1 MARCH 2017
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The Cultural Heritage Studies Program
at Central European University
The Cultural Heritage Studies Program is an interdepartmental and interdisciplinary MA program of CEU intended to educate individuals who wish to become
heritage experts and practitioners, offering a variety of theoretical and methodological approaches.
Cultural heritage, as understood by Central European University’s Cultural Heritage Studies Program, is the legacy of physical artifacts (cultural property) and intangible attributes of a group or society inherited from the past.
The program focuses on developing aptitudes for the critical assessment
of tangible structures and objects such as buildings, monuments, archaeological
sites, and works of art; on intangible heritage like traditions, languages, and
knowledge; and on environmental heritage connected to human-nature interactions.
The multidisciplinary MA program was designed with the active involvement of various fields related to cultural heritage, including historical studies, cultural anthropology and sociology, humanities, environmental studies and policy, public policy,
business and management studies.
In the second year of the program students can choose between specializations in
Academic Research and Protection of Cultural Heritage, or Cultural Heritage
Management and Policy.
The program is intended to educate individuals who wish to become heritage experts and practitioners offering a variety of theoretical and methodological approaches with a strong emphasis on practical knowledge and skills based on fieldwork, and internships with local, regional and global heritage organizations. Permanent and visiting faculty members include experts in a variety of disciplines,
such as archaeology, art history, anthropology, history, legal studies, and environmental studies.
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Central European University
Central European University is a graduate-level “crossroads” university where faculty and
students from more than 100 countries come to engage in interdisciplinary education, pursue
advanced scholarship, and address some of society’s most vexing problems.
Located in the heart of Central Europe – Budapest, Hungary – CEU has developed a distinct
academic and intellectual focus, combining the comparative study of the region's historical,
cultural, and social diversity with a global perspective on good governance, sustainable
development and social transformation.

Central European University is a graduate institution of advanced research and
teaching, dedicated to socially and morally responsible intellectual inquiry. CEU’s distinctive
educational program builds on the research tradition of the great American universities; on
the most valuable Central European intellectual traditions; on the international diversity of its
faculty and students; on its commitment to social service; and on its own history of academic
and policy achievements in transforming the closed communist inheritance. CEU is committed
to promoting the values of open society and self-reflective critical thinking. It aims at
excellence in the mastery of established knowledge, courage to pursue the creation of new
knowledge in the humanities, the social sciences, law and management, and engagement in
promoting applications for each, in particular through their policy implications. CEU is a new
model for international education, a center for study of contemporary economic, social and
political challenges, and a source of support for building open and democratic societies that
respect human rights and human dignity.
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Central European Cultural Heritage
The aim of this course element to introduce students to the particular
character and aspects of Central Europe. Historical and cultural studies
have argued that Central Europe represents a particular region in Europe,
where influences from the Western and Southern parts of the continent and
from Eastern Europe as well as from Central Asia have created a particular
historical milieu with the interaction of different cultures and artistic centres.
Selected periods will be presented to the students to understand these
aspects of Central Europe and the discussion of the selected historical
periods will serve also as the basis for the understanding of historical
processes connected to the emergence of various heritage layers.
Field trip to the Danube Bend: Royal Centers and their Historical
Landscape – Visegrád and Esztergom
The Roman limes of Pannonia and
the antique heritage in Hungary
The emergence of the medieval
royal power and its archaeological
and built heritage
Castles and royal palaces: the
history and concepts of monument
protection
National memorial places and their
impact on present-day heritage
Heritage tourism and its challenges
Site visit: the building complex of CEU
From a medieval town to a modern city
Geographical conditions and their impact of the
urban history of the site
National
reform
movements
and
the
transformation of the area
Built heritage of the city center: aristocratic
palaces, bank and public buildings
Modern urban development and cultural
heritage issues
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Royal centers and their heritage in Central Europe – lecture
Medieval
states
and
their
heritage in Central Europe
Archaeology of royal centers and
the related heritage issues
From power centers to art
centers
Modern nation building and
memorial places

Site visit: Buda Castle
The emergence of medieval Buda: royal
residence, capital, cultural center
The Ottoman period of Buda
Modernisation
and
the
industrial
development of Hungary and its impact
on Buda
Modern heritage site or governmental
district

Central European Cultural Heritage – seminar
The role of main historical periods
in the emergence of Central
European cultural heritage
Characteristic features of cultural
heritage in the region
Challenges to heritage sites in
modern development projects
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The Ottoman Cultural Heritage
in Central and South-Eastern Europe
The aim of this course element is to demonstrate how the Ottoman-Turkish
Period has contributed to the heritage of Central Europe. The Ottoman
Empire has conquered the Balkans and in the early 16th century, also the
central part of medieval Hungary. Significant monuments (mosques, baths,
fortifications), elements of material culture and every-day life belong to this
period and reflect the influence of different aspects of Ottoman power and
culture until the present day. The module presents historical processes
related to the Ottoman conquest of the area, and discusses various aspects
of interactions between the Ottoman Empire, the Habsburg Empire and
various other European states.
The Ottoman Cultural Heritage in Central
and South-Eastern Europe – lecture
The Ottoman conquest of South-Eastern
Europe
The Ottoman conquest of Central-Europe
Religious aspects of the Ottoman heritage
Monument protection of the Ottoman
historical

Site visit:
Ottoman–Turkish Baths of Budapest
Ancient and Ottoman bath culture in Central
Europe
Ottoman architecture and its monuments in
present-day Budapest
From Ottoman heritage to wellness tourism
Monuments of the Ottoman bath culture
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Ottoman Cultural Heritage in Central
and South Eastern Europe – seminar
Conceptual framework: interactions and
confrontation
The Ottoman Empire in Central-Europe:
conquest and defence ideologies
Case studies: faces and uses of heritage sites
Memory and the creation of local and national
identities

Site visit: Budapest Historical Museum
From collecting antiquities to a modern museum
in the area of Budapest
Urban development in the 20th century and its
impact on the archaeology of the city and the
interpretation of heritage in a modern city
Permanent and temporary exhibitions presenting
cultural heritage

Field trip to Eger
The ecclesiastical center of Eger and its impact on
urban development
The castle in the medieval and post-medieval
period
The Ottoman fortification
The image of the Ottoman period in Hungarian
literature and films
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Art Nouveau
Art Nouveau represents an important period for the monuments and artistic
production in Hungary, and it is also crucial for the understanding of
historical processes of the late 19th and early 20th century. Although Art
Nouveau has emerged in France, a very significant part of the style’s art
production is connected to Central Europe. Major centers of the region
(Vienna, Prague, Budapest) have played a significant role in this process,
thus, Art Nouveau can also be seen as a characteristic element of the
cultural heritage of Central Europe. This module focuses on the general
trends in this process as well as on the main Hungarian aspects of Art
Nouveau.

Site visit – Art Nouveau buildings
in the center of Budapest
The transformation of a modern city –
artistic influences
Art centers in Europe and in Central
Europe
Architectural style and social dynamics
The mergence of the city center and its

Art Nouveau – lecture
Hungary in the Habsburg Empire
Modern industrialization and
cultural processes
Art influences: cosmopolitan versus local
The style of Hungarian Art Nouveau
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Site visit – The Museum of Applied Arts
Museum collections and Art Nouveau heritage
New industrial technologies of ceramic production
Paris and
Europe

Central

Applied art and style

Site visit and concert – the Art Nouveau building of
the Budapest Music Academy
Liszt, Kodály, Bartók – Hungarian
music in the 19th and 20th
centuries
Architecture, applied art, music
Public buildings in Budapest and
their style
Reconstruction and restoration of
an Art Nouveau building in the
21st century
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APPLY BY
1 MARCH 2017 AT
CULTHER@CEU.EDU
https://medievalstudies.ceu.edu/
summer-course-cultural-heritage
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